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be more widely shared across different cultural and linguistic environments than
previously assumed.1
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1. Introduction
Since the time of Lafcadio Hearn (1894), laughter (and the somewhat related
phenomenon of smiling) have been described in the Japanology literature as an
elusive, culturally specific phenomenon, engendering stereotypical images of Japanese laughter as ambivalent, enigmatic, or even inscrutable, in contrast to its
putatively more straightforward and clear-cut counterpart in Anglo-American
English. Recent conversation analytic work on laugher in a variety of languages,
however, suggests that such images may be oversimplified. Instead, studies are
revealing that laughter in almost any linguistic domain is highly complex yet at
the same time orderly and systematic in the ways it may be linked to social actions,
sequential positioning, and interactional environments (Holt, 2013a; 2013b).
One line of research focuses on the recurrence of laughter in environments of
dispreference or where there is some potentially problematic action, such as in
talk about troubles (Jefferson, 1984; Drew, Heritage, Lerner, & Pomerantz, 2015),
in serious receipts of teases (Drew, 1987), complaining about a third party (Clift,
2012; Holt, 2012; Vöge, 2010), in non-humorous reported speech (Clift, 2012),
framing ambivalent earlier talk as playful (Holt, 2016), targeting prior turn as
preposterous (Clift, 2016), managing divergent positions (Raclaw & Ford, 2017),
confrontational practices (Arminen & Halonen, 2007), and in dealing with delicate aspects of medical interaction (Haakana, 2001). The place of laughter in
such environments is summed up succinctly by Glenn and Holt: “[I]n moments
of trouble, it provides a resource for aligning, modifying actions, and mitigating
meanings” (2013, p. 2). To my knowledge, relatively little work has been done
on laughter in criticism sequences per se. Directly criticising someone is arguably one of the most delicate and face-threatening of social actions. Considerable
interactional work may be required to exit a criticism sequence, and laughter is
routinely inextricably implicated in the process.
As with Anglo-American English, laughter is regularly observed in dispreferred
interactional environments in Japanese. Based on examination of approximately
10 hours of telephone and face-to-face conversational data in Japanese, this article
examines the deployment of laughter in sequences involving a direct complaint
or criticism of a copresent party. Specifically, I report on patterns in the relative
distribution of laughter between deliverer and recipient of criticism. I argue that
while laughter is commonly used by either the deliverer or recipient of criticism,
instances in which both parties share in the laughing activity with reference to a
criticism are apparently relatively rare. By the same token, cases in which neither
of the parties produces laughter in the course of a criticism sequence are also difficult to find. Scrutiny of the ways in which laughter may be relatively distributed
indicates that solo laughter by either the deliverer or recipient of criticism tends
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to lead to an early resolution of a criticism sequence, thereby enabling the participants to move forward. In contrast, shared laughter between deliverer and recipient may signal interactional trouble, requiring substantial work to resolve. Such
patterns indicate that even though criticising is itself a dispreferred action, shared
laughter in the delivery and reception of criticism may be especially dispreferred.
Before proceeding, two caveats are in order relating to the delimitation of phenomena to consider and the terminology used. First, it is by no means straightforward to circumscribe instances that might be subsumed under the rubric
of ‘criticising someone’. Among the range of actions that are critical in nature,
the most obvious may be to negatively evaluate a person’s character or attribute
(exemplified by Excerpt (5) in this article). Apart from a person’s enduring qualities, criticism may extend to prescriptive or proscriptive comments on someone’s
actions, e.g. by saying one should do some positive activity X, thereby implying
that the individual is failing to do X (e.g., Excerpts (1) and (3)), or conversely, that
a person should not do some negative activity Y, with the implication that they
are engaging in Y (e.g., Excerpt (2)). Furthermore, a criticism may be performed
explicitly such as through an admonition, reproach, or berating (e.g., Excerpt
(1)), or implicitly through commenting that someone is doing or being Z, where
Z is negatively evaluated (e.g., Excerpt (5)). This is further complicated by the fact
that an action such as criticising may be simultaneously performing, or shade into,
other actions like complimenting, informing, attacking, or commanding (e.g.,
Excerpt (1)). For instance, a prescriptive criticism can be performed through a
suggestion or request (e.g., Excerpt (3)) while a proscriptive criticism may be performed through a simple description of what a person targeted for criticism may
or may not be doing (e.g., Excerpt (5)). Moreover, two or more types of criticism
may be issued in succession (e.g., Excerpts (2) and (3)). Second, although there
are clearly gradations or intensities of laughter in the context of criticisms, this
article only begins to touch upon the potential interactional implications of such
factors without attempting a finer differentiation.
In what follows, I first consider instances in which solo laughter by either deliverer or recipient of criticism is observed, restricting discussion to one excerpt
for each type. This will be followed by examining two cases in which both the
deliverer(s) and recipient of criticism engage in laughter in close succession.
Although only four examples are given in the interests of space, they are representative of general patterns found in the database. In the three-line transcripts of
excerpts, unexpressed elements are supplied in double parentheses in the English
gloss. The interlinear gloss contains word-for-word translations or grammatical
descriptions. Abbreviations used in the transcripts and other transcription notations are shown in the Appendix.
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2. Solo laughter by deliverer of criticism
As noted at the outset, one common locus of laughter is within or during the
course of the delivery of criticism about a coparticipant in the interaction. In
cases where laughter is employed by the deliverer of criticism, the recipient of the
criticism regularly refrains from reciprocating with laughter, as is exemplified in
the first excerpt.
A little earlier in this telephone conversation, Mie asked Aya for her work address
to post some documents, but this is delayed due to a problem with retrieving the
information. When Aya is demonstrably experiencing trouble searching for her
name card (lines 01–05), Mie commands Aya (lines 06–07) to at least know her
address by heart, in a playfully berating voice, with a turn-ending infiltrated with
laughter. We will see that Aya, the recipient of the criticism, does not reciprocate
with laughter (lines 09–10 and 12). In the excerpts in this article, occurrences of
laughter of relevance are highlighted in bold.
(1) [S16 ‘You ought to know at least your address by heart’]
01

Aya:

…↓ano:::gh watashi no- (0.9) °°↓nn::°°(.)
uhm

02

˚meishi

I

GEN

dasu

uhm

kara.˚=

name.card get.out CONJ

… uhm:::gh let ((me)) get my (0.9)°°uh::m°° (.) ˚name card out˚=
03

Mie:

=˚‘n˚

=˚mm˚
04
05

Aya:

06

Mie:

(0.5)

°°are- (.) accha:: (dame)
hmm

oh.dear

da:°°

no.good COP

°°hmm (.) oh dear:: ((it))’s (no good)°°
→

((jokingly berating voice))
£jyuusho gurai
address

oboetoki

nasai:

at.least know.by.heart IMP

£((you)) ought to know at least ((your)) address by heart.
07

→

[nan’nen

hataraiteru no: na(h)n(h)te(eh)£=

how.many.yrs working

Q

((she)).says

how many years have ((you)) been working, sh(h)e s(h)ay(h)s£=

08

09

10

Aya:

Aya:

[(

=jyuusho wa

address TOP INT

[zenzen oboe

)

moo
nai n

at.all remember NEG N

da [yo.=
COP FP

=((I)) can’t remember the address at all.=
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Mie:

[‘N

12

Aya:

=atashi wa

[£so:o?£

mm
I
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£yeah?£
TOP

[dame

na

n da

useless COP N COP

=I’m useless
13

Mie:

[gg‘N ‘N

gmm mm
14
15

Aya:

(0.6)

((distant))

>’n

chotto< mattete ne.

mm a.bit

hold.on FP

mm can ((you)) hold on a minute?
16

Mie:

‘N

mm

Mie’s hortatory criticism ‘£((you)) ought to know at least ((your)) address by
heart. how many years have ((you)) been working, sh(h)e s(h)ay(h)s£’ (lines
06–07) is modulated by a non-serious inflection, smile voice, and laughter, and
is done as a tease. Nevertheless, the criticism could be heard as exaggerated or
overdone – since it is performed through the marked imperative form/command
oboetoki nasai ‘you ought to know by heart’. However, by attaching a turn-final
complementiser na(h)n(h)te(eh) (glossed here as ‘sh(h)e s(h)ay(h)s’), the criticism is grammatically marked as hypothetical direct reported speech and a
tongue-in-cheek remark (Tanaka, 2001). As a postpositional language, in Japanese a complementiser follows the quoted speech rather than coming beforehand
as would be the case in English. This resource makes it possible to initially project or perform an exaggerated or face-threatening action such as admonishing,
while leaving open, until toward the end of the turn, the option of (i) retroactively
overturning the action, (ii) altering the footing, (iii) recalibrating or finely tuning
the action, or (iv) all of the above before the current turn is brought to a completion. Here the complementiser provides a chance to make final adjustments to
the overall stance in the turn.
It is this turn-final complementiser that is targeted for infiltration with laugh
particles here. Schenkein describes laughter appended to the end of a turn as
“some kind of insurance that the utterance will not be taken seriously, literally, or
in its more typical sense” (Schenkein, 1972, p. 366, cited in Holt, 2013a). According to Potter and Hepburn (2010), laugh particles (which they call IPA, ‘interpolated particles of aspiration’) may, for instance, be used “to modulate the nature
or strength of the action” or “to mark one or more lexical items as having some
problem or insufficiency”. Coming at a point before a response from Aya is due, it
works synergistically with the complementiser to modulate or mitigate the criticism, by reducing its strength as well as its seriousness.
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Aya’s uptake ‘((I)) can’t remember the address at all. =I’m useless.’ (lines 09–10
and 12) exhibits alignment with the modulating effect of Mie’s laughter and overall turn, as indicated by the absence of any resistance to the criticism. Arguably,
with the initial ‘sting’ in the criticism designedly having been neutralised and
converted into a tease within the space of the turn itself, the interactional rationale for the recipient of the criticism to mount a rebuttal in self-defence is likely to
be reduced. Indeed, Aya ‘goes along’ with Mie’s criticism by proffering a self-deprecation: ‘I can’t remember the address at all. I’m useless.’ Relatedly, Aya does not
treat Mie’s laughter as an invitation to laugh together, as evidenced by the fact
that Aya neither joins in the laughter nor treats Mie’s prior turn as humorous. Aya
thereby engages in a ‘po-faced receipt’ of the criticism (Drew, 1987). Thereafter,
the criticism sequence is resolved and brought to a swift conclusion with Mie
accepting Aya’s self-deprecatory assertions through the minimal tokens at the
end of line 11 and in line 13, after which Aya diverts from the criticism (line 15)
by returning to the activity the participants were engaged in prior to the onset of
the criticism – namely, through explicitly asking Mie to wait while Aya looks for
the name-card.
To summarise, the excerpt above exemplifies that when a deliverer of criticism uses laughter (sometimes in conjunction with other devices) to mitigate or
modulate a criticism, the recipient may refrain from laughing within an overall
response that accepts the criticism and puts up little resistance to the criticism.
This can pave the way for an early resolution of the criticism sequence and a
return to normalcy (see Clift, 2012).

3. Solo laughter by recipient of criticism
Laughter is routinely featured not only in the course of the delivery of coparticipant criticism, but also in responses by the criticised party. Specifically, where the
deliverer of a criticism does not laugh, the data indicate that, typically, the recipient of the criticism produces laughter. This section examines how laughter in
such sequential environments may be produced and what impact it can have on
the ensuing trajectory of talk. In Excerpt (2) below from another telephone conversation, Yae has just reported to her mother (Mum) that her toddler daughter
(Mum’s granddaughter) has developed an upset stomach due partly to overeating
grapes, but particularly due to the adverse effects of having allowed her to play
in the water (implying that the toddler might have caught a stomach chill from
exposure to water that was too cold).
(2) [S22 ‘You’re crazy!’]
01

Mum:

((accusing tone))
>doko de

mizuasobi

shita ↓no<=

where LOC play.in.water did

Q
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where did ((she)) play in the water?=
02

Yae:

=tanbo

no

suiro

aru

sa:

rice.paddy GEN FP

03

n jan

water.duct exist N COP.NEG

=in the rice paddy, ((you)) know, where the water ducts are?
04
05

(0.8)

Mum:

BAKA

DA

YO::

crazy COP FP

((YOU))’RE CRAZY!
06

[↑sui::ro::

water.ducts

in the water ducts!
07

08

Yae:

Mum:

→

[HHHH HIH HIH HIH

=kono sa:mu:i:

HIH HIH HIH=
noni::↓.=

this cold.weather CONN

even in spite of this cold wea::ther.=
09

Yae:

10

Mum:

11

Mum:

→

=.hhheh [e

attakakatta- .hhh

what was.warm

=.hhheh what it was warm .hhh
[budo↑o tabeta non nanka- (0.3)
grapes ate

N

as.for

things like having eaten grapes wouldn’t (0.3)

12

>datte< budo↑o tabe↓ta no nanka:
cuz

grapes ate

N

son’nani eikyoo nai jan.
not.much effect

things.like

NEG COP.NEG

cuz things like having eaten grapes wouldn’t have much of an
effect.
13
14

Yae:

(0.3)

((light-hearted tone))
e↑e

demo:: shooka shi nai de

what but

15

digest do

min’na (.) kawa ga=

all

NEG and

peel NOM

what, but ((the grapes)) weren’t digested and all the peel=
16

Mum:

=shooka shi nai tte
digest do

ne:

NEG QUOT FP

=when ((you)) say “not digesting”,
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17

[hie:- hie

da

yo::.

chill chill COP FP

((it))’s the chill, the chill.
18

Yae:

[poroporo detekite.
ONM

came.out

came tumbling out.
19

Yae:

»

‘n:,

yeah
20

»

[maa

tabun

mizuasobi

deshoo.

well probably play.in.water COP

well ((it))’s probably the playing in the water.
21

Mum:

[hie(ta

no) da

got.chilled N

yo.

COP FP

((it’s)) that ((she)) got chilled.
22
23

Yae:

24

»

»

(0.2)

((sniff))

chooshi ni notte asobashi sugichatta
got.carried.away let.play overdone

[kara ne.
CONJ FP

cuz ((I)) got carried away and ended up letting ((her)) play too
much.
25

Mum:

[a:ttarimae da °↑yo:n°.
obvious

COP FP

it’s obvious.

Yae’s theorising on the probable causes of the baby daughter’s upset stomach is
met with alarm by her mother, who begins to question Yae on where she allowed
her daughter to play in the water (line 01). Upon hearing from Yae that it was in
the water ducts by the rice paddy (lines 02–03), Mum launches into a full-blown
emotional outburst (from line 05) berating Yae, employing highly marked prosody, without laughter or other mitigating/modulating measures BAKA DA YO::
‘((YOU))’RE CRAZY!’. Mum deploys the final particle yo, thereby underscoring
her talk as deserving of being registered properly (Morita, 2012) as well as asserting epistemic primacy (Hayano, 2011) perhaps as someone with far more childrearing experience. Grammatically, Mum starts out with predicate-initial word
order in line 05, augmenting the urgency, intensity and directness of the criticism
(Tanaka, 2005), only then elaborating on the source of her alarm – that Yae had
allowed the toddler to play in the water duct (line 06) even in spite of the recent
cold weather (line 08). The net effect of these features is to add intensity to the
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criticism. Mum continues in lines 10–12 and 16–17 to emphasise her ostensible
incredulity by arguing that eating grapes could not be the cause.
In response to Mum’s outburst in line 05, Yae reciprocates with a loud burst of
laughter (line 07), partially overlapping with her mother’s criticism. Yae’s effusive
laughter matches the degree of intensity of the criticism, and contributes to counterbalancing the tension that had built up to that point. Being produced in lieu of
other possible trajectories (such as a challenge or resistance), Yae makes light of
the upset stomach and displays that she can take the criticism in her stride. After
Mum’s elaboration of the source of alarm (lines 06 and 08), Yae responds with
another pulse of laughter prefacing an accounting of her actions, produced in a
light-hearted tone: =.hhheh e attakakatta- .hhh =‘.hhheh what it was warm .hhh’
(line 09). Then to Mum’s continued complaint discounting the grapes as a cause
of the upset stomach (lines 10–12) delivered without laughter, Yae continues in
a light-hearted tone to put up a somewhat playful, minor challenge: e↑e demo::
shooka shi nai de min’na (.) kawa ga poroporo detekite. ‘what, but ((the grapes))
weren’t digested and all the peel came tumbling out.’ (lines 14–15 and 18). However, Yae quickly shifts to a conciliatory stance (denoted by the double arrows)
conceding that playing in the water was the probable cause of the stomach upset
(lines 19–20), and going so far as to accept blame for getting carried away and letting the toddler play (in the water) too much (lines 23–24). Yae thus affiliates with
Mum’s position that the paddling was the primary cause of the upset stomach.
Mum accepts Yae’s admission of fault, again without laughter (line 25). Shortly
thereafter, Yae provides reassurance that the baby’s condition is much improved
and not of any concern (not shown).
In Excerpt (2) above, in the face of unmitigated or unmodulated criticism
delivered devoid of laughter, the recipient of criticism deployed laughter to manage the built-up tension and to exhibit that she can take the criticism. Interestingly, the effusiveness of the laughter appeared to counterbalance the degree of
intensity of the criticism. After producing a minimal account for her actions and
putting up a minor challenge to the criticism, the recipient conceded by admitting fault and accepting the criticism against her. This, in turn, allowed the parties
to terminate the criticism sequence and to move forward.
The cases of coparticipant criticism collected for this study indicate an overwhelming tendency for some form of laughter to occur in the course of coparticipant criticism. Preliminary results of Sections 2 and 3 indicate a possible preference for solo laughter to be produced either by the deliverer or the recipient
of criticism. The use of laughter in the delivery of a criticism can serve to modulate the seriousness or intensity of the criticism. Likewise, solo laughter by a
recipient of a criticism produced without laughter can play a part in shaping a
response which ‘makes light’ of the criticism. In either pattern of solo laughter, it
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may therefore come as no surprise that a recipient tends to put up relatively little
resistance to a prior criticism before the criticism sequence is brought to a close.
Next, I shift attention to the rather different, if not complex, interactional consequences of shared laughter in criticism sequences, where both the deliverer(s)
and recipient of criticism laugh together, simultaneously or in close succession.

4. Shared laughter between deliverer(s) and recipient of
criticism
The data in this study suggest that it may be dispreferred for both the deliverer(s)
and recipient of criticism to laugh together, either at the same time or in close
succession, with reference to a criticism. To begin with, such a distribution of
laughter was infrequent within the given data. But isolated instances were found
where both parties do laugh in the course of a criticism sequence, an examination
of which provides clues as to why laughing together in criticism sequences may
be treated as problematic or dispreferred. Considered below are two examples in
which both the profferer and recipient of a direct complaint/criticism appear to
be laughing together.
In the following excerpt, from earlier in the same telephone conversation as
Excerpt (1), a participant (Mie) is criticised, but both the recipient and profferer
of the criticism laugh in close succession to each other. It will be suggested that
shared laughter in such circumstances may implicate interactional trouble. In
line 01, Mie asks Aya for her work address in order to send her a document in the
post. When Aya displays difficulty reproducing it through sound stretches and
the use of fillers (line 02), Mie does not wait but immediately begins to anticipate
what she guesses to be the beginning of the address (line 03). It is this move by
Mie that becomes the subject of criticism by Aya.
(3) [Shakujii 16, ‘Calm down’ 2:51–3:05] (The hyphens in the names of wards and
districts such as ‘Chiyoda-ku’ and ‘Nishi-Ikebukuro’ are included as part of standard
orthography rather than for denoting a ‘cut-off ’ as is normally the case.)
01

Mie:

jya

oshie↑te=

then tell

then tell ((me))=
02

Aya:

=ah ima: ano

03

Mie:

=Chiyoda-ku Ikebukuro

oh now

juusho::=

uhm

address

=oh ((I))’ll just: uhm the address::=
((ward))

ah >Chiyoda-ku ja

((district)) oh

((ward))

nai< uh hhen

COP NEG

=Chiyoda-ku Ikebukuro oh >not Chiyoda-ku< uh hhen
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Mie:

[.hh Toshima-ku Ike[bukuro
((ward))

((district))

.hh Toshima-ku Ikebukuro (.)
05

Aya:

→

[iya

[maa

no

Mie:

07

Aya:

*[huh huh

[n=

mm

huh huh mm=

ochizuite: *[yatte kuda[sai

well calm.down.&

no,
06

(.)
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do

please

well calm down and do ((it)) please

=Toshima-[ku Ikebukuro.]
((ward))

((district))

=Toshima-ku Ikebukuro.
08

Mie:

→

[“ah

]((high-pitched)) heh heh [heh”

[↑↑neh=
right

right?=
09

Aya:

10

Mie:

11

Aya:

12

Mie:

→

=isoga↓shii ↑i(h) hih [hih=
busy

=busy? i(h) hih hih=
[°↑eh°=

°what?°=

=Nishi-Ikebukuro de [(
((district))

)

INS

=((it’s)) Nishi-Ikebukuro
[ahoh

Nishi-Ikebukuro, hai.
((district))

oh- Nishi-Ikebukuro okay.
(3) [Calm down] cont’d, part 2
13

Aya:

14

Mie:

15

Aya:

16

Mie:

<To: shi: ma:-↓ku: > ne:,

((ward))

FP

<To: shi: ma:-↓ku> you know
<Nishi-[Ikebukuro>.

((district))

<Nishi-Ikebukuro>.
[ano, °Nishi°-Ikebuku[ro
uhm

((district))

uhm, °Nishi°-Ikebukuro
[hai

okay
17

(0.2)

okay
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18

Mie:

19

Aya:

°‘n°=

°mm°=
=ano:: chotto sa,
uhm

a.bit

FP

=uh::m a bit,
20

Mie:

21

Aya:

22

Mie:

°‘n°

°mm°
mattete ne:=
hold.on FP

can ((you)) hold on a minute?=
=’n

=mm

In line 03, instead of allowing Aya ample time to retrieve her address, Mie rushes
in to anticipate the opening of Aya’s address: Chiyoda-ku Ikebukuro …2 It later
emerges that the correct address begins with Toshima-ku, Nishi-Ikebukuro. But
Mie embarks on the guesswork with what turns out to be the wrong ward, Chiyoda-ku, and by misplacing a district Ikebukuro within the ward (beginning of
line 03). Mie then quickly engages in a ‘transition space self-repair’ (see Schegloff,
Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977) ah >Chiyoda-ku ja nai< uh hhen ‘oh >not Chiyoda-ku<
uh hhen’ ending with laughter, displaying her realisation that Ikebukuro does not
belong to Chiyoda-ku (latter part of line 03). The self-repaired version is articulated in full in line 04: .hh Toshima-ku Ikebukuro (.) huh huh n=. By immediately
producing the repaired combination and laughing, the error is cast as having
been an obvious, ‘silly’ mistake.3 In short, Mie notices a trouble in her own talk,
and is laughing about it (see Jefferson, 1984).
Nevertheless, in spite of the fact that Mie has caught her own error ‘in flight’,
Aya asks her to calm down instead of accepting the self-repair: iya maa ochizuite:
yatte kudasai ‘no, well calm down and do ((it)) please’ (line 05). Aya is thereby
taking Mie to task for being impatient (i.e., a moral criticism), rather than dealing
with the repair on an informational or epistemic level (see Heritage, 2012) with
regard to whether or not the repaired version is correct. (It becomes clear some
moments later that Mie’s repaired version is still partially incorrect.) Interestingly,
at the moment when enough of Aya’s talk iya maa ochizuite: ‘no, well calm down
and’ had emerged for it to be identifiable as a criticism (the location denoted by
an asterisk toward the end of lines 04 and 05), Mie begins laughing again, perhaps in an effort to diffuse the possible tension (as with Excerpt (2)). Throughout
this time, Aya has not reciprocated Mie’s laughter. Thus far, this example could be
an instance of the first type – where the recipient of criticism laughs alone and the
criticiser does not laugh (as with Excerpt (2)). It is the way the exchange evolves
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after this point, however, that takes it along quite a different trajectory.
First, with no actual other-repair having taken place (as at the end of line 04),
Mie shows herself to be none the wiser as to what the ‘correct address’ should be,
by requesting confirmation of the version she deems to be correct by repeating
it: Toshima-ku Ikebukuro (line 06). In the process, Mie displays lack of comprehension as to why she is being criticised. In overlap with Mie’s talk, in line 07,
Aya produces a high-pitched, sing-song chuckle ah ((high-pitched)) heh heh heh.
In other words, Aya laughs in producing the criticism in spite of the fact that
Mie had already produced laughter with reference both to her original mistake
and the ensuing criticism from Aya to calm down. As Aya’s high-pitched chuckle
becomes hearable in the clear (line 07), every hint of laughter vanishes from Mie’s
talk, and the latter pursues confirmation that her guess Toshima-ku Ikebukuro is
correct, this time through the final particle ↑↑neh ‘right?’ (line 08). Mie thereby
shows bemusement concerning the motivation for Aya’s laughter but also of the
reason Aya is withholding confirmation of the repaired version of Aya’s address.
Instead of providing the confirmation that Mie is seeking as to whether Toshima-ku Ikebukuro is correct, Aya continues with the second instalment of criticism
accompanied by post-completion laughter: =isoga↓shii↑i(h) hih hih= =‘busy? I(h)
hih hih’= (line 09). Again, Aya is persisting in taking issue with Mie on a moral
level, not letting the matter pass, and still denying Mie an ‘epistemic’ solution
(see Heritage, 2012), even though the laughter may have the effect of taking ‘the
edge’ off the criticism (see Shaw, Hepburn, & Potter, 2013 on ‘post-completion
laugh particles’). Yet Mie indicates she is still in the dark as to what Aya’s objection may be, this time by issuing the reactive token °↑eh°= ‘°what?°’= (line
10), described by Hayashi (2009) as displaying a noticing of departure from one’s
expectations, presuppositions, or knowledge. Although laughter by a criticiser
may be used to take the edge off a criticism (as in Excerpt (1)), it can also be used
as a vehicle for mockery (Haugh, 2014) and take on mystifying dimensions when
left unexplained, as at this moment. The solicited other-correction that addresses
the epistemic level of the repair (i.e., repairing Ikebukuro to Nishi-Ikebukuro) is
finally provided by Aya in line 11, after which Mie registers the information in line
12, using the turn-initial ah ‘oh’ (see Heritage, 1984 on ‘change-of-state’ tokens).
Aya’s ‘exposed correction’, which in itself is a dispreferred mode of correction (Jefferson, 1983), latterly delivered and prefaced with laughter, may have been taken
by Mie as tinged with mockery, as evidenced by the dampening of the hitherto
enthusiastic tone that had been present in Mie’s voice, and Mie’s relative reticence
over the ensuing several turns (lines 14–22). It later eventuates that, in spite of the
extended criticism of Mie, Aya does not provide her address in a timely manner,
and experiences repeated delays in producing the address. The end of this extract
connects seamlessly to Excerpt (1) examined in Section 2. With the benefit of
knowing what transpires in the current excerpt, it is possible to interpret Mie’s
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criticism of Aya in Excerpt (1) perhaps as Mie taking the opportunity occasioned
by Aya’s delay to engage in a ‘tit for tat’ for the earlier moral criticism she received.
Focusing more directly on the ‘shared’ laughter between lines 03 to 09, it can
be argued that the respective participants’ instances of laughter, in fact, address
somewhat different issues or referents, and that the resulting ‘laughing together’
is far from affiliative. First, we saw that Mie laughs toward the end of line 03 after
catching herself make an obvious mistake and correcting it. Mie thus invites Aya
to laugh along (Jefferson, 1979). In response, Aya does not accept the invitation
to laugh at this juncture, and instead makes an initial complaint toward Mie to
calm down, implicitly criticising the latter through a prescriptive criticism (line
05). This fault-finding by Aya is thus doubly disaffiliative. Mie laughs when she
hears the criticism, but then stops laughing shortly before Aya bursts into the
high-pitched laughter (line 07). Aya continues criticising Mie of impatience (this
time by asking if Mie is busy), ending with laughter in turn-final position (line
09). Throughout Aya’s laughing and criticising talk, Mie refrains from laughing
and displays puzzlement as to why her self-repaired version is not being accepted
or why Aya is laughing – thereby exhibiting her orientation to Aya’s laughter as
possibly malapropos. When Aya finally reveals in line 11 the reason for her laughter (i.e., that the district name should be ‘Nishi-Ikebukuro’ rather than just ‘Ikebukuro’), Mie acknowledges the information, again without laughing (line 12).
In sum, the ‘shared’ laughter by the two participants are out of kilter in terms
of timing and their referents, resulting in disaffiliation and interactional trouble,
and taking multiple turns to disentangle.
The final example is from a multi-party conversation, providing another
instance of how shared laughter between deliverer(s) and recipient of criticism
may signal (or lead to) interactional trouble. The deliverers (two to three of the
participants) collaborate to criticise a fourth participant. Here again, a close scrutiny reveals a complexity beyond simply a unilateral coparticipant criticism. In
addition to focusing on occurrences of laughter, some informal observations are
made about smiling – which has been described as a phenomenon that differs
from, yet is often associated with, laughter, and has a variety of uses including
as a ‘pre-laughter device’ and for responding to laughter in the previous turn
(Haakana, 2010).
The first of the extracts below (Excerpt (4)) is given in order to provide contextual background for the main extract (Excerpt (5)) to follow. Four old friends
(alumni at university) are sitting down for a meal at Eri’s house. The topic here
concerns the exercise schedule followed by Eri who is currently a doctoral student, and incidentally is the only female participant. Through asking whether Eri
goes to the gym after classes, Ken exposes an assumption that Eri, as a student,
would naturally be attending classes (line 02). Eri, for her part, points out that
there are no classes that she attends, thereby correcting the assumption (line 03).
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Ken next proceeds to enquire if Eri goes instead on her days off (line 04), to which
she responds that she goes on weekdays (line 05).
(4) [MGR4.04(1) Gym 28:00–28:37, lines 62–85, ‘You don’t listen, do you’] Background
01

Ken:

>sore wa< dooiu ta↑e- (0.3) taimingu de iku no.
that TOP what

DF

timing

INS go

Q

what schedule do ((you)) follow for going ((to the gym))?
02

→

gakkoo no

→

=jugyoo

jugyoo

ga

owatte ikoo

ka tte.=

school GEN classes NOM finish.and.go Q

QUOT

like “shall ((I)) go after classes”.=
03

Eri:

04

Ken:

nai node:,=

classes NEG P

=there are no classes, so=
=>soretomo yasumi no hi ni<, |ah ryo-=
or

day.off

P

=>or on a day off<,
05

Eri:

oh ( )-=

=iyaiya heijitsu: heijitsu.
no.no

weekday

oh DF

|((accepts wine))

weekday

=no no, on a weekday: a weekday.
06

Ken:

heijitsu ni.=
weekday

P

on a weekday?=
07

Eri:

=‘n.

=mm
08

(1.6)

The following excerpt continues immediately from the one above, in which it
was explained to Ken that first, Eri does not go to the gym after classes since she
is not taking any classes, and second, that she works out on weekdays and not on
her ‘days off ’. However, in Extract (5), Ken quickly re-enters, asking for a second
time whether Eri goes to the gym after her classes (line 09). This question is evidently a non-sequitur, since Eri had just informed Ken that she does not attend
any classes (line 03 of Extract (4)). We trace below how this develops into a fullblown, extended criticism of Ken for not listening, and how laughter comes into
play in the process.
(5) [MGR4.04(1) Gym 28:00–28:37, lines 62–85, ‘You don’t listen, do you?’]
9

Ken:

>jugyoo

owatte |kara<.

classes finish

after

after classes are finished?
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11

Eri:

12

Iwao:

14

Ken:

|((gazes at Eri))

(0.3)

>dakara< jugyoo [ga
so

nai node: hheh heh .hh

classes NOM NEG P

>so<, there are no classes so hheh heh .hh
13

=hah hah[hah↓

[huh↑hah hah hah hah hah hah=

[|‘n

mm
15
16
17

Eri:

Shin:

(.)

[heh

|((gazes at Iwao, smiling))
heh

heh

[hon|toni hito

heh

no

hanashi

honestly others GEN talk

|((gazing at Ken, smiling))

18

kikanai

[na:.

listen.NEG FP

honestly ((you)) don’t listen to what others are saying, do ((you))?
19

Iwao:

[|kika[|nai

na:.

listen.NEG FP

((you)) don’t listen do ((you))?
20

Ken:

|((gazes at Ken))

[|<ano sa: hah=
uhm FP

uhm, hey, hah=
21

Iwao:

|((points to Iwao))
[warini

|.h: ai[zuchi utteru
nodding.along

considering

.h: considering that ((you)) were nodding along
22

Shin:

|((smiling))

[|sugoi

)

wa.[(

unbelievable FP

unbelievable”
23

Ken:

|((smiling))

[|OKA↑SHII ↓JAN,
odd

datte.

COP.NEG cuz

IT’S ODD, ISN’T IT, cuz.
chopping air, smiling))

|((stretching hands out,
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Iwao:

|aizuchi utte[|ru noni, (
nodding.along

)

P

even though ((you)) were nodding along, (
25

Ken:

|((smiling))
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)

[|HEIJITSU W(h)A: hataraku m(h)on jan.=
weekdays TOP

work

N

COP.NEG

O(h)N WEEKDAYS, ((you))’re supp(h)osed to work,
aren’t ((you)),=
26

=>yappari<.

27

(0.9)

|((hands chopping air, smiling))

after.all

=after all.
28

Shin:

gakusei |jan
student

dat[te.

COP.NEG after.all

but ((she))’s a student, after.all
|((points at Eri))
29

Ken:

30

Shin:

|((Ken stops smiling))
[˚iya

soo

na

n dakedo.˚

well true COP N but

˚well that’s true, but.˚
[‘n

mm
31

Ken:

[heijitsu: demo jugyoo
weekday

ga

nai

toki ga

aru

n da.=

even classes NOM none time NOM exist N COP

so even on weekdays, there are times when there are no classes.=
32

Eri:

[‘n, jugyoo

33

Eri:

=jyugoo

34

Iwao:

ga

naku

te mo::,

mm classes NOM not.exist even.if

mm, even if there are no classes,
ga

naku

[te mo

classes NOM not.exist even.if

=even if there are no classes,
[te mo,

even.if

even if,
35

oshiete morawa naku te mo

36

[benkyoo suru n da

teach

PASS

not

even.if

even if ((one)) is not taught,
yo.=
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N COP FP

((one)) would still study.=
37

Shin:

[((clears throat))

After a short silence (line 10) foreshadowing a possible problem with Ken’s question (issued in line 09) as to whether Eri goes to the gym after class, Eri answers by
reiterating that she has no classes (line 11), using the turn-initial dakara ‘so’; this
is a marker regularly used to indicate that the answer should already be known
(see Maynard, 1993, p. 93; Hayashi, 2009, p. 2123), serving as an implicit complaint or criticism. As Eri speaks, Iwao enters in overlap with exuberant laughter, without any accompanying speech (lines 12–13). Shortly after Iwao begins to
laugh, Eri joins in the laughter (toward the end of line 11).
In reaction to the laughter from his coparticipants, Ken moves his gaze to
Iwao and smiles (line 14), though it is not apparent at this juncture whether Ken
understood what motivated Iwao’s laughter in the first place (since the criticism
had not yet been made explicit). Meanwhile, what triggered Iwao’s laughter is
treated as patently transparent by the other three participants, as can be observed
in their collaborative reactions between lines 16–19. First, Eri engages in a further echoing of Iwao’s laughter (line 16) while Shin articulates his interpretation
of Iwao’s laughter by criticising Ken for his inattention – ‘honestly ((you)) don’t
listen to what others are saying, do ((you))’ (lines 17–18). In partial overlap,
Iwao follows suit, endorsing and echoing Shin’s interpretation through a slightly
delayed co-completion: ‘((you)) don’t listen, do ((you))’ (line 19). In other words,
the coparticipants (Shin, Iwao, and possibly Eri) exhibit common understanding
of Iwao’s laughter as critical. Moreover, during these interjections, the three participants are either laughing or smiling, against the backdrop of a general din of
laughter and co-complaining.
But what contrasts this excerpt (lines 14–27) from the earlier examples in
which only one of the parties laughs (Excerpts (1) and (2)) is that the person
being criticised, Ken, also laughs or smiles together with the others (lines 14–27).
First, Ken continues to laugh or smile between lines 18–23, as the two other men
inundate Ken with further reproaches while smiling – Iwao augmenting his criticism by noting that Ken was nodding along when he had not been listening
(lines 21 and 24), and Shin characterising Ken’s behaviour as unbelievable (or
preposterous) in line 22.
Another notable feature in Ken’s laughing and smiling from lines 20 through
to around 26 (when the others are berating him) is that the laughter is accompanied by a major resistance or rebuttal of the criticism. First, in line 20, even
before Iwao finishes articulating his complaint, Ken rushes into a laugh-infused
turn-beginning <ano sa: hah ‘uhm, hey, hah’ and gestures toward Iwao (by point-
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ing) as a prelude to countering the criticism that the others are showering on
him. Moreover, over a number of turns after the two further criticisms in lines 19,
21, and 22, Ken launches his rebuttal in full force, by gesturing animatedly with
his arms, using his posture as well as smiling and laughing (lines 23 and 25–26).
In essence, he contests the others’ criticisms by not accepting that he had been
inattentive, but attempts to justify and defend his actions – i.e., why he asked
the same question twice in quick succession as to whether Eri exercised after
class. To wit, through his counter complaint, OKA↑SHII ↓JAN, datte. ‘IT’S ODD,
ISN’T IT, cuz.’ (line 23), he appeals to ‘common sense’ in an effort to transfer the
blame to the others. Ken continues in lines 25–26 with his self-defence, peppered
with laugh particles or ‘interpolated particles of aspiration’ (Potter & Hepburn,
2010), by pursuing his common-sense argument to its limits: HEIJITSU W(h)A:
hataraku m(h)on jan. =>yappari<. ‘O(h)N WEEKDAYS, ((you))’re supp(h)osed
to work, aren’t ((you)), after all.’. It is important to note that Ken is not acknowledging that he was not listening (the object of the criticism and laughter from his
coparticipants), but now shifting or reframing the issue as his incredulity over
Eri’s schedule due to its deviation from what would be more normal. It appears
that laughter in this context is disaffiliative, and is being used as a tool for rebuttal,
resistance, self-defence, and to treat the criticism as unfounded. In sum, Ken is
retroactively recasting Eri’s schedule as preposterous and laughing at it.
But Ken’s actions land him in deeper waters, as Shin (line 28) supports Eri by
further challenging Ken’s rebuttal, through pointing out a flaw in the argument
– that the expectation of ‘working on weekdays’ would not apply to Eri as she is
a student. Nonetheless, Ken’s extended self-defence has succeeded in deflecting
attention away from his purported lack of attentiveness and transferring the onus
to Eri’s allegedly ‘odd’ schedule that Ken characterises as defying common sense.
However, at this point (line 29), Ken begins to abandon his resistance by conceding to Shin’s objection, albeit with some hesitation ˚iya soo na n dakedo.˚
‘˚well that’s true, but˚’. Then he goes on to encapsulate the episode as one in which
he earlier failed to comprehend what Eri was saying, but now is able to see how it
may be plausible: ‘so even on weekdays, there are times when there are no classes’
(line 31). It is striking that Ken stops smiling in line 28 at the pivotal moment
when he is moving away from rebuttal and entering into a concessionary phase
and accepting the criticism. The sequence moves away from the activity of criticising and toward resolution as Iwao further supports Eri by reformulating the
issue, ‘instructing’ Ken to the effect that even if there are no classes, and even if
one is not taught by others, one would still study (lines 34–36).
To summarise the relationship between the social actions and laughter in this
excerpt, laughter initially occurred prior to and in the delivery of criticism by
multiple parties, treating a prior action by the recipient of the criticism as prepos-
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terous (see Clift, 2016 for a discussion of similar cases in English). Contrary to
more typical instances, the recipient likewise laughed in response to the criticism.
It became apparent, however, that this recipient laughter was in turn treating
the criticism itself as preposterous. In this sense, the reciprocal laughter by the
recipient of the criticism formed a component in an escalation of the hitherto
unilateral criticism into mutual recriminations and self-defence by the recipient
of criticism. Nevertheless, the subsiding of joint laughter marked a shift into a
concessive phase where the criticism sequence was brought to a close.

5. Discussion and concluding remarks
The excerpts examined in this article are emblematic of an emerging patterning in the relative distribution of laughter in criticism sequences, which include
two types of solo laughter and two types of shared laughter, as outlined below.
Routinely, just one of the parties – either the criticiser or criticised – laughs in
criticism sequences. One pattern is for the deliverer of the criticism to laugh in
proffering a criticism and for the recipient of the criticism to respond without
laughter (e.g., Excerpt (1) ‘You ought to know at least your address by heart’). In
such cases, laughter in the delivery of a criticism may play a part in modulating
or mitigating the strength of the criticism. The second pattern involves the criticiser producing a criticism without laughter, and the recipient of criticism using
laughter in responding (e.g., Excerpt (2) ‘You’re crazy’). In this type of solo production of laughter, the laughter can contribute to defusing the tension created by
the criticism, in making light of the criticism, and in indicating that the recipient
can take the criticism in their stride. In either case, solo laughter by either the
deliverer or recipient of criticism tends to be occasioned in sequences where the
criticised party does not mount significant resistance to the criticism.
On the other hand, shared laughter by both the deliverer and recipient of criticism in the course of a criticism sequence can lead to, or signal, some interactional trouble. In contrast to solo laughter, shared laughter in such contexts tends
to be dispreferred. Again, two patterns of shared laughter are identified. In one
type, the deliverer of criticism produces further laughter in spite of the fact that
the recipient of criticism has already proffered laughter. While laughter by the
deliverer of criticism can take the ‘edge’ off a criticism, it can also be taken as
mockery of the criticised party. The laughter may, for instance, accompany a criticiser’s refusal to ‘forgive’ and ‘let pass’ some error or shortcoming attributed to
the criticised party (e.g., Excerpt (3) ‘Calm down’). In the second type of shared
laughter, the production of laughter by the deliverer(s) of a criticism is met with
a laugh-infused response by the recipient of the criticism (e.g., Excerpt (5) ‘You
don’t listen, do you?’). Laughter by the criticised party in such instances may foreshow or signal resistance, self-defence, or a counter-attack. In either type, shared
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laughter can be implicated in an escalation of a criticism sequence, for instance,
through further recriminations, contestations, and reciprocal criticising. Nevertheless, such episodes may be brought to a conclusion through a cessation of
the shared laughter, and by the participants ultimately arriving at some kind of
concessionary or common position, typically by the criticised party accepting
blame in some form.
Overall, whereas solo laughter regularly results in a relatively swift and affiliative termination of a criticism sequence, laughing together in the unfolding of a
criticism sequence may be associated with disaffiliation and interactional problems such as escalation of the criticism or development into a bout of mutual
recriminations and reciprocal criticisms, sometimes requiring considerable work
to resolve.
As a kind of circumstantial evidence to be explored in future research, tracking
the trajectories of action sequences in which neither the deliverer nor recipient of
criticism laughs may reveal possible interactional consequences of neither party
incorporating laughter in a criticism sequence. In one instance (not shown in this
article), what started out as a one-way criticism quickly escalated into a bout of
mutual recriminations, and was brought to a resolution partly through ‘intervention’ by third parties, using exuberant laughter.
In pulling together the foregoing observations, the interactional trajectories of
the instances examined can be conceptualised, not just in terms of which party/
parties (deliverer and/or recipient) laugh(s) as above, but also with regard to
which of the parties is the first to laugh in the course of a criticism sequence.
Clearly, this dimension can be said to have a major bearing on the meanings
that are attached to instances of laughter in criticism sequences and the varied
interactional consequences that it can engender. To begin with, if the deliverer
of criticism is the first (or only) party to laugh (as with Excerpts (1) and (5)), it
was argued that the laughter may be directed toward mitigating the criticism in a
number of possible ways – e.g. by modulating it, rendering it playful, or reducing
its intensity. It was noted that, following such a criticism, the recipient commonly
refrains from further laughter (e.g., Excerpt (1)). If, however, the recipient does
reciprocate with laughter, it may be treated as resistance or challenge toward the
criticism itself (e.g., Excerpt (5)).
Alternatively, if it is the recipient of criticism who is the first (or only) party
to laugh (e.g., Excerpts (2) and (3)), then the laughter may be seen as part of an
effort to manage the possible tension created by the criticism, as well as a display
that the recipient can take the criticism in their stead. The laughter is routinely
not met with subsequent laughter by the deliverer of the criticism, as exemplified
in Excerpt (2). On those occasions where there is subsequent laughter by the
deliverer of the criticism, the laughter may be taken as mockery of the recipient
or as an unwillingness on the part of the deliverer to ‘let pass’ the matter that
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triggered the criticism in the first place (e.g., Excerpt (3)). A consideration of the
complex yet orderly gestalt of laughter within the matrix of potential trajectories of criticism sequences (organised along the dimension of which party laughs
first) can provide an additional angle on why it may be the case that shared laughter by both recipient and deliverer of criticism tends to be dispreferred.
The picture emerging from the Japanese data exhibits some parallels with findings on different dispreferred environments reported for Anglo-American English conversation. Of particular relevance are works by Drew (1987), Holt (2012),
Potter and Hepburn (2010), Shaw, Hepburn, and Potter (2013), and Clift (2016),
which demonstrate that such environments are often not regarded as occasions
for shared laughter, but that laughter nevertheless plays a crucial role in mitigating potential threats to face in the interests of social solidarity and for defusing
or modulating incipient problematic actions. Although investigation of cross-linguistic variations in the use of laughter is still in its infancy, the preliminary
results reported here point to the possibility that interactional work performed
by laughter may be more universally shared across different cultural-linguistic
domains than previously assumed.
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Notes

1.

2.
3.

An earlier version of this article was presented in the panel ‘Laughter in Interaction’ in ICCA-14 held at UCLA, 25–29 June 2014. I am very grateful for the
invaluable comments by members of the audience which helped to sharpen
the focus of the arguments. My deep thanks go to Liz Holt for directing my
attention to relevant literature on laughter, Rebecca Clift for organising a
seminar on laughter in interaction, and to the reviewers of this special issue
for their invaluable feedback on an earlier draft.
Addresses in Japan are listed in an order beginning with the largest geographical unit (such as city or ward) and ending with the street address.
It is well known that Ikebukuro is in Toshima-ku and not Chiyoda-ku.
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Appendix: Abbreviations and additional transcript notation
CONJ

conjunctive particle

CONN

connective particle

COP

copula

DF

dysfluency

FP

final particle

GEN

genitive particle

IMP

imperative

INS

instrumental particle

INT

intensifier

LOC

locative particle

N

nominaliser

NEG

negative

NOM

nominative particle

P

particle

PASS

passive

Q

question particle

QUOT

quotative particle

TOP

topic particle

|talk
|((multimodal conduct))

indicates onset of multimodal conduct relative to talk

